
Spirit LED Life

Pray for our Nation, and the Healing of our Land!

What is racism at its core? ~ Dishonor!

The prophetic word the Lord gave me for 2020:

If we want to move forward in 2020 we will need ~ Humility/Unity & Honor/Legacy

What does it mean, when I say I’m “color blind”? 

~ How about, I Love all colors!

UNITY - Does not tolerate diversity, but celebrates diversity!

UNITY in a marriage, happens because there is a honoring of diversity!

Insecurity is rooted in fear of not receiving Honor, or in other words, being REJECTED!

We have not received a spirit of fear, but of power, love and a sound mind! ( II Tim. 1:6-7)

Pentecost Weekend ~ we are not Victims or Powerless in a broken world, but we are a People 
full of the Power of Holy Spirit!

* Unity frst begins in the Spirit!  (Eph. 4:1-6)
* Unity can only happen when fear is removed!  (Rom. 14:1-23)
* Unity is not agreement!  (Amos 3:3/Acts 15:1-28)

In the outpouring of Holy Spirit ~ Acts & Joel chapters 2 - ALL Prejudice is removed!

Including the Jesus’s Leadership fghting over who is the greatest...

* In these Last Days, are we going to be LED by Fear, or Holy Spirit?

“Those that are mature sons and daughters of God are those who are moved by the impulses 
of the Holy Spirit!”  Rom. 8:14  (TPT) ~ Not led by, or a slave to Fear! (vs. 15)

* “Sin for me”, is getting out of step or RHYTHM with Holy Spirit.  (Matt. 11:28-30) MSG 
translation 

Many of us are afraid to learn how to DANCE! ~  Afraid of “Failure”?

Many of us are more comfortable having “Rigid Rules” and “live under Limitations”, rather than 
to LEARN how to DANCE! ~  In other words, give me RELIGION?

* Don’t be afraid to DANCE, just get “under the INFLUENCE”!  (Eph. 5:18)



[Impulse of Holy Spirit]  ~ Matt. 11:28-30 (TPT)

Jesus is inviting us into an ADVENTURE of Forever LEARNING & TRUSTING!

* Christianity is not about following a set of RULES!
* Christianity is about following a person, His name is JESUS!
* Christianity  is about growing in our TRUST and Relationship with Him!

Jesus is INVITING us into the realm of His Kingdom, and in His Kingdom there are governing 
LAWS!  

* Condemnation comes from a fear of punishment
* Our Heavenly Father ~ NEVER condemns His children.
* But when we choose to step outside of His Kingdom [Rulership/Dominion] then, Satan has 
place to Condemn.
* we will condemn ourselves, when we have a sin consciousness rather than a God 
consciousness!
* In other words, I can’t go to Mexico and expect to have American citizen privileges!
* There are laws in the spiritual realm just like there are laws in the natural realm.

So what is really breaking God‘s law? (Romans 14:23) ~ Giving in to Fear!
And what then is really the “big SINS”?

~ EVERY BIG SIN, STARTED WITH A LITTLE FEAR!

Faith is WORSHIP to God, like Fear is WORSHIP to the Devil!  (Gen. 22:1-5)

God’s Constitution ~ “Law of the Spirit of Life” (Rom. 8:2)   / Natural “Law of Lift”

“Law of Faith” (Rom. 3:27)
“Law of Love” (Rom. 13:8-10)
“Law of Christ” (Gal. 6:1-2)
“Perfect Law of Liberty” (James 1:25)

Satan’s Constitution ~ “Law of Sin and Death”  / Natural “Law of Gravity”

“Fear of Rejection” (Rom. 8:15)
“Fear of Death” (Heb. 2:14-15)
“Fear of Loss” (Job 3:25)
“Fear of Failure” (Luke 22:31)
“Fear of Lack” (James 1:5-8)
“Fear of Man” (Prov. 29:25)
“Fear of Punishment” (I John 4:17)

BUT, the most deadly, destructive, “Subtle Fear” of them all is SUSPICION!

Suspicion the “original sin” in the garden! ~ Questioning God’s Character, is He Good?
Suspicion is not wisdom or discernment
Suspicion is designed to erode, underline and remove all TRUST! 



“Original Sin”
Suspicion leads to character assassination, which leads to mistrust. 
Suspicion leads to Fear and Self-Preservation. 
Suspicion deteriorates our own Identity, Childlikeness and Trust. 
Suspicion robs us of our Innocence and Simplicity of Heart.
Suspicion changes our Lens and View of life. 
Suspicion can spread like wildfre Cancer in the hearts of others.
Suspicion erodes & destroys solid Families.
Suspicion creates a False Narrative that leads into a wrong Story or Testimony of your life.

* What is the opposite of Suspicion? ~ TRUST the essential Building Block for any healthy 
Relationship.

* The “Fear of the Lord” is Quick to TRUST/BELIEVE!  ~ It’s what HONOR looks like! (John 
5:44)

Afraid, I’m going to lose my Rights
Afraid, we’re going to lose our Nation
Afraid, the Democrats are going to take over
Afraid, the Republicans are going to take over
Afraid, I’m going to lose my Freedom 
Afraid, some other group will be Honored more than me

Self-Preservation consciousness, over a God consciousness!

They made the Lie, bigger than GOD!

TRUE FREEDOM ~ Fear no longer has control...


